ISA RC22 Special Issue
"Religion, Power, and Resistance: New Ideas for a Divided World"
Guest Editor(s): Anna Halafoff, Sam Han, Caroline Starkey, James Spickard. Religions 2020

We are delighted to announce that the ISA RC22 Special Issue, arising from the 2018 Toronto ISA World Congress has now been published in the prestigious open access journal Religions. All articles are available for free online via the links below.


Spickard, J.V. The Sociology of Religion in a Post-Colonial Era: Towards Theoretical Reflexivity. Religions 2019, 10(1), 18;

Settler, F. Curating Violence: Reflecting on Race and Religion in Campaigns for Decolonizing the University in South Africa. Religions 2019, 10(5), 310;


Cazarin, R. The Social Architecture of Belonging in the African Pentecostal Diaspora. Religions 2019, 10(7), 440;

Beyer, P.; Beaman, L.G. Dimensions of Diversity: Toward a More Complex Conceptualization. Religions 2019, 10(10), 559;

Parker, C. Popular Religions and Multiple Modernities: A Framework for Understanding Current Religious Transformations. Religions 2019, 10(10), 565;

Clot-Garrell, A.; Griera, M. Beyond Narcissism: Towards an Analysis of the Public, Political and Collective Forms of Contemporary Spirituality. Religions 2019, 10(10), 579;

Okyerefo, M.P.K. Scrambling for the Centre: Ghana’s New Churches as an Alternative Ideology and Power. Religions 2019, 10(12), 668;

Godazgar, H. From ‘Islamism’ to ‘Spiritualism’? The Individualization of ‘Religion’ in Contemporary Iran. Religions 2020, 11(1), 32;


Fourth ISA Forum of Sociology  
Porto Alegre, Brazil  
postponed to February 23-27, 2021  

“Challenges of the 21st Century for Sociology of Religion”  

Key Dates  
Early registration deadline for presenters: 15 December 2020  
https://isaconf.confex.com/isaconf/forum2020/registration/call.cgi  

RC22 has sessions on the following themes:  

- Beyond Western Centrism of Religion: To Study Africa Inspired Religions in the 21st Century  
- Civil Society and Religion  
- Culture, Religion, and Gender Inequality  
- Early Career Sociologists of Religion Session  
- Overlapping Trajectories: Religion, Migration and Health Paths.  
- Religion and Practical Ethics: Bioethics, Environmental Ethics and Legal Ethics  
- Religion, Environment, and Social Movements  
- Religion, Spirituality and Morality in a Post-Secular Age  
- Religions, Social Movements and Politics Circulation, Production and Politics of Knowledge in the “Christianisms of Liberation” and Its Adversaries  
- Religiosity in Transition; Change of Roles Over the Time  
- Religious Dynamics in the Public Sphere in Latin America  
- Religious, Spiritual and/or Non-Religious Young People  
- Revisiting ‘religion’ from a Gender Perspective  
- The Public Role of Religion  
- The Reciprocal Influence of Religion and Demography  
- Where Is Religion in Popular Religion? New Approaches for an Old Debate  

Why your RC Membership Matters  
1. Membership in the ISA as a whole ($35-$225 for 4 years, depending on your country; half that for students)  
2. Membership on the Research Committees. ($10-$30, depending on your country)  

Joining RC-22 accomplishes two things:  

- First, the number of members we have determines how many sessions we get at the World Congress and at other conferences. Your RC membership gives more people a chance to participate in these events.  
- Second, we use the money from dues to fund interim-conferences, special events at the main conferences, and the Varga Prize for New Generation Scholars. This helps build our discipline and makes our get-togethers more fun.  

If you are not an RC-22 Member, please join!  
If your membership has lapsed, please renew it asap!  

Please address your questions to any of the Program Coordinators:  

- Juan Cruz Esquivel jucesquivel@gmail.com  
- Roberta Bivar Carneiro robertabivar@gmail.com  
- Eloísa Martin eloisamartin@hotmail.com
The RC22 leadership team consists of three Officers and ten Board Members, plus appointees for special projects. The Board and Officers serve for four-year terms, beginning and ending with the ISA World Congresses. Each major world region is represented. The Past President serves on the Board ex officio.

**President:** Afe ADOGAME, Princeton Theological Seminary, USA  
**Vice-President:** Mar GRIERA, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona  
**Secretary/Treasurer:** Anna HALAFOFF, Deakin University, Australia

**Board Members**

**Africa**  
Lovemore NDLOVU, Zimbabwe  
Michael OKYEREFO, University of Ghana, Ghana

**Asia/Australia/Pacific**  
Hossein GODAZGAR, University of Warwick, UK  
SAKURAI Yoshihide, Hokkaido University, Japan

**Europe**  
Milda ALIŠAUSKIENĖ, Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania  
Olga BRESKAYA, University of Padua, Italy

**Latin America**  
Roberta Bivar CAMPOS, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil  
Juan Cruz ESQUIVEL, National Research Council, Argentina

**North America**  
Jualyne DODSON, Michigan State University, USA  
Conrad HACKETT, Pew Research Center, USA

**Past President:** Jim SPICKARD, University of Redlands, USA

---

**Contribute to Our Next Newsletter or Blog**

1) Tell us about the sociology of religion in your part of the world: We’ll publish short pieces in future newsletters of 500-750 words from members. Please send them to newsletter@isa-rc22.org

2) Write a think-piece about the sociology of religion. What direction do you think our discipline needs to go? What are the cutting-edge issues? What projects do you find most exciting? We’d like short pieces (up to 750 words) that are scholarly but also provocative. Please send them to newsletter@isa-rc22.org

3) Tell us about your books and awards. We’ll publish significant news from members as space allows, and will post such news on our blog. Send material to: newsletter@isa-rc22.org